Français 1
Unité 7B

Nom __________________________

Process Standard- Students will proofread and edit their work and the work of
others
You are going to be reviewing and editing the paragraph of a classmate.


The first time you read it, do not mark anything, simply read it to

understand and read what they wrote.


The second time through read through the paragraph looking for correct

verb conjugations. If you see a mistake underline it.


The third time you read the paragraph you will be looking for the correct

placement and agreement of adjectives. If you see a mistake, circle it and mark
either A (for agreement) or P (for placement).


Read through the paragraph a fourth time to make sure you did not miss

anything.
Use the Rubric below to rate your classmate’s writing. Underneath each category
provide an explanation of why you chose that rating and suggest what they could do
to improve their grade.

L’image

A besoin de travail
0-4 point
No color, little to no
detail
Image seems thrown
together at last minute

Bon
5-6 points
Some color and little
detail
Image only represents
some of the written
description

Excellent
7-8 points
Much color, detail and
effort
Image clearly represents
written description

A besoin de travail
0-1 point
Les Adjectifs
Most of if not all of the
adjectives are either
lacking correct
placement and
agreement

A besoin de travail
0-1 point
Subject Verb
Agreement (verb
conjugations)

Few or none of the
verbs are correctly
conjugated

A besoin de travail
0-1 point
Vocabulaire

Includes less than 5
clothing items and less
then 7 adjectives

Bon
2-3 points
Some to many of the
adjectives are written
with either incorrect
placement or
agreement

Bon
2-3 points
Some to few of the
verbs are correctly
conjugated

Bon
2-3 points
Includes 5-7 clothing
items and at least 7
adjectives

Excellent
4-5 points
Almost all adjectives are
written with both correct
placement and agreement

Excellent
4-5 points
All (or almost all) of
verbs are correctly
conjugated

Excellent
4-5 points
Includes 8-10 clothing
items and at least 10
adjectives

